It happens to everyone. You think you have checked everything off your holiday list, and then it happens… last minute
holiday marketing. However, that doesn’t mean you need to settle for the first well-priced campaign on the shelf. Use
location intelligence to enhance everything from your audience to your message and even what channels you activate
your marketing message across. Whether you want to reach the techy or the trek-y, PlaceIQ can help you understand
not only your holiday shopper, but the holiday shopping trends that emerge each holiday season.

STEP 1

M A K E YO U R L I S T

PlaceIQ perfectly melds 1st party movement data
with 3rd party consumer data
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STEP 2

CHECK IT TWICE

Know visitation trends before you buy.
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STEP 3

KNOW WHO’S
NAUGHTY FROM NICE
Weed out bad data.

Bad data is like getting a lump of coal in your stocking. PlaceIQ’s Darwin technology removes
60% of ad request data and blacklists approximately 1 million device IDs per day.
Darwin identifies and removes bad data caused by:

In 2016 there is an
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The industry needs to evolve with

Poor code affects location data resolution and duplicates IDs

more pure data and ad inventory.*

Bad Actors
Intentionally fraudulent behaviors create fake locations for higher CPMs

*Quoted from CMSWire

STEP 4

SEASON’S GREETINGS
Align your message with your initiative.

PlaceIQ has an in-house team of expert designers to help brands
create the right message for the right occasion.
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STEP 5

DEFINE
NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS
Use post-holiday campaign insights to enhance your 2017 advertising.
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Visit us at www.placeiq.com or contact your rep to learn more.
As the leading location intelligence platform, PlaceIQ connects marketers to location-based audiences at scale, measures real-world visitation, and derives
powerful insights about consumer behavior. To deliver an accurate, unified understanding of consumer movement patterns, PlaceIQ’s technology maps high
quality location data to a precise basemap. The company is headquartered in New York City and has offices in Palo Alto, Chicago and Los Angeles.
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